
A protracted back and forth dispute between journalists in
Northern Ireland and the Health and Social Care Board about how
much detail to divulge in Case Management Reviews has pitted
freedom of information against data protection laws. It has also
revealed the fault lines in the Westminster Government’s insistence
on publishing Serious Case Reviews in England in full. 

egal rulings in Northern Ireland
show how pressure from
journalists and politicians to
publish summaries on the death
or serious injury of children is

jeopardising the rights of vulnerable people to
privacy, according to the Northern Ireland
Association of Social Workers (NIASW). 

The warning follows an attempt by Northern
Ireland’s Health and Social Care Board (HSCB)
to comply with Freedom of Information (FoI)
requests from journalists about reviews into
child deaths from serious abuse or neglect.

BASW’s Northern Ireland operation claims
the cases indicate how even publishing
anonymised summaries can mean protected
children are identified by people in local
communities. Emphasising the tension
underlying the debate about how far to go in
revealing the details of cases involving child
deaths, NIASW stated Case Management
Review (CMR) summaries that do not risk
identification of protected individuals by
someone within a community are likely to be
“so bland they mean nothing”. As a result,
information on child deaths or serious abuse
might be better used in other ways, NIASW
suggests, a message with particular resonance
in England where the Government has pushed
for publication of full Serious Case Reviews
(SCRs) – the equivalent of CMRs in Northern
Ireland.

The HSCB responded to journalists’
Freedom of Information requests by issuing
summarised details about the cases, redacted or
re-drafted to protect the identity of siblings and
other family members. This proved only the
start of a complex story, however, as it sparked a
complaint to the Information Commissioner’s
Office (ICO) by a family member in relation to
one of the cases, on the grounds that even in
this format enough information was revealed to
the press to lead to local identification of those
involved.

The ICO agreed and ruled it was “unlikely”
the HSCB had complied with Data Protection

Act requirements, which apply equally
throughout the UK. In the wake of the ruling
the HSCB, mindful of further breaches of data
protection laws, employed powers of exception
to withhold details requested by journalists
under the Freedom of Information Act. The
saga continued when an investigative journalist
then appealed to the Information
Commissioner after the HSCB refused to
provide details on four summaries of Case
Management Reviews.

The Commissioner, however, upheld the
HSCB’s decision, and ruled the “consequence
of disclosure would be distress that would be
caused to the families and other individuals
who could be identified from executive
summaries”. A further appeal by the journalist
to the First Tier Tribunal in London was lost in
January, with the tribunal judging the HSCB
had acted properly and the ICO was right to
uphold its original decision.

Colin Reid, a member of the NIASW
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The case of Baby Peter Connelly highlighted at a national level how
exposing shortcomings in social care is in the public interest but as

a regional journalist I have also seen a number of cases where children
have been let down by the professionals employed to protect them.
We often see heavily redacted and anonymised Serious Case Reviews
(SCRs) and I believe the authorities sometimes go too far in
withholding critical information that would shine a light on the errors
that led to death or serious injury.
As a journalist, I would never argue that living children who are

subject to care orders should be identified. But the principle of not
naming deceased children in SCRs and, by association, the people and
organisations who failed in their care, should be the exception, rather
than the rule. In the Khyra Ishaq case, for example, the people
ultimately responsible for her death were her mother and her

mother’s partner. We needed a full and frank SCR to understand the
detail of what went wrong. This was a positive approach because it led
to a top-to-bottom review of child protection practice in Birmingham,
which may ultimately save the lives of others.
Published in full, a SCR can shine a light on the failings of

professionals so that the authorities can truly learn from mistakes.
Personalising a tragedy by identifying the deceased child has far more
impact on the public consciousness than an anonymised case, as we
saw in the case of Peter Connelly.
Galvanising public support for action can, in turn, spark political

pressure on failing areas of child protection, leading to significant
changes in practice. 

Jeanette Oldham is an investigative journalist for regional media

THE JOURNALIST’S VIEW: WHY WE WANT TO KNOW MORE
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Committee, said the legal ruling should serve as
a wake up call to the Westminster Secretary of
State for Education, Michael Gove, who in June
2010 urged authorities to start publishing
overview reports and executive summaries
unless there were “compelling” child welfare
reasons for them to be withheld.

Mr Reid said: “There is this disconnect
between the Coalition’s policy and the reality
on the ground. The kernel of the issue is that
where there is identifying information it may
breach data protection so it is not just as simple
as publishing executive summaries. When you
publish them you have to make a case-by-case
study of whether it breaches data protection.”

The evidence suggests that in the majority of
cases data protection considerations outweigh
pressure for transparency, indicated by the fact
that despite Mr Gove’s directive, only 28 SCRs
have been published in England of the 147
initiated since June 2010.

Carolyn Ewart, NIASWs Manager in
Northern Ireland, said England’s size compared
with Northern Ireland did not water down the
risk of individuals being identified and data
protection laws being breached. “Let’s say, for
example, I work in Bristol or in the West of
England more generally – the principle is
exactly the same. If you have a child death in a
local community, everyone will know.”

Ms Ewart said a better way to learn lessons
from child deaths might be to follow the
example of Northern Ireland where a summary
of CMRs between 2003 and 2008 was recently
published. “It is a comprehensive review of our
tragic cases, looking at trends, some themes
and general reflections on systems and service
improvement, and is done in such a way as to
not focus on individual cases or breach data
protection provisions.

“Is it not better to produce more meaningful
data than summaries that are so bland they
mean nothing? Ultimately, this should ensure
the transparency that government and media
wish while protecting the individual rights of
siblings, family members and others affected by
such tragedies.”

A Department for Education spokesperson
responded by telling PSW: “We are fully
committed to the publication of Serious Case
Review reports. We are determined to foster a
culture of continuous learning and
improvement in all organisations responsible
for safeguarding and promoting the welfare of
children, and to work towards transparency and
accountability in the child protection system.
The publication of Serious Case Review
reports plays an important part in this.”

NIASW contributed to the Guidance for
Media Reporting on Child Abuse and
Neglect, aimed at ensuring sensitive reporting
of child abuse across the UK. Find it by
searching BASW’s website – www.basw.co.uk

PSW

In an age of increased sexualisation, thesigns of sexual abuse often go unnoticed
or are not taken seriously, the Deputy
Children’s Commissioner in England Sue
Berelowitz has warned. It’s a view that
chimes with an HM Inspectorate of
Probation report published last month [see
news page 11]. Ms Berelowitz, however,
goes a step further. She maintains schools
have a part to play in changing entrenched
attitudes of men towards women in society
and argues religious leaders also need to
speak out against bigotry within their faiths.
Ms Berelowitz urged social workers to

read the Commissioner’s interim report on
its Inquiry into Child Sexual Exploitation in
Gangs and Groups, which offers advice on
how to identify warning signs. “We have
published two lists that every social worker
in the land needs to familiarise themselves
with. One is how to spot the signs of
children who are at risk of sexual
exploitation. The other is the signs they
show when they are already victims.
“They need to listen to children and they

need to be very alert to signs of
interfamilial sexual abuse at a very early
stage. A lot of children who are
subsequently sexually exploited had early
experiences of familial sexual abuse which
weren’t recognised or nothing was done
about it.”
The Commissioner’s interim report,

published in November 2012, claimed
16,500 children were at high risk of sexual
exploitation and 2,409 had been sexually
exploited over a 14-month period. The
figures were given a sceptical response in
some quarters, including ministers in
Westminster, but Ms Berelowitz maintains
rates of reported child sexual abuse hugely
underestimate the true extent of the
problem. “Of all children who have a child
protection plan, only 5.5% of them have a
plan on the grounds of child sexual abuse.
All the evidence we have gathered
indicates is not an accurate reflection of the
true level. I have spoken to too many
youngsters who have told me about their
early childhood experiences of being

abused in families, by boyfriends; who had
mothers that worked as prostitutes. Very
young children of two, three, four, six and
seven-years-old and nobody did anything.
Even when there were social workers
involved nobody asked or did anything
about it.”
The report details how abusers are using

social networking to groom children and
highlights how gangs are targeting young
people for sex. The Deputy Children’s
Commissioner claimed it was the deeply
entrenched attitudes of men that need
challenging. “That is a serious societal
question for us to address. It is pretty old in
terms of Judo-Christian teachings. There are
messages in all religions which underline
much that happens in society. The
supremacy of men. Men’s entitlement. They
run very deep.”
Ms Berelowitz says schools could be a

powerful vehicle for change. “The role of
schools in this is crucial. It is not just about
doing something in Personal, Social and
Health Education lessons. Understanding
has to be embedded across the whole
school. Everyone, from the caretakers,
cleaners, dinner ladies, right through to the
headteacher, trained to the right level of
understanding.”

Commissioner: why religious
leaders, men and social workers
have to get a grip on sex abuse
Social workers must get better at recognising when children
are suffering sexual abuse or are at risk of abuse, the
Deputy Children’s Commissioner in England Sue Berelowitz
warns, in an interview with PSW.
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